INTRODUCTION
The collection contains a biography of Golda Svea Rosen and digital files consisting of drafts of the biography and information regarding Evelyn Marks.

DONOR INFORMATION
The papers were donated by Nathan Rosen to the State Historical Society of Missouri on 12/16/2010 (Accession No. KA1892).

COPYRIGHT AND RESTRICTIONS
The Donor has given and assigned to the State Historical Society of Missouri all rights of copyright which the Donor has in the Materials and in such of the Donor’s works as may be found among any collections of Materials received by the Society from others.

BIOGRAPHY
Golda Svea Rosen was born to Marie and Morris Singer in Chicago and lived in Kansas City, Philadelphia, and Jamaica in the West Indies before returning to Kansas City in 1964. She was a social worker for Research Medical Center for over twenty-three years and retired in 1998. Rosen received a Master's of Social Work in 1971 from the University of Kansas after having received her Bachelor of Science in Social Work from Washington University in St. Louis in 1952. She was a lifelong member of Congregation Beth Shalom.

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE
The collection contains a biography of Golda Svea Rosen written by Nathan Aaron Rosen and digital files consisting of drafts of the biography and information regarding Evelyn Marks. The digital files are stored on an optical disc.

PREFERRED CITATION
Specific item; box number; folder number; Golda Svea Rosen (1932-2000) Biography (K0505); The State Historical Society of Missouri Research Center-Kansas City [after first mention may be abbreviated to SHSMO-KC].

FOLDER LIST
f. 1 Golda Svea Rosen: Her Life and Times by Nathan Aaron Rosen. New York: Law Research Institute, 1999
f. 2 Golda Rosen, Evelyn Marks histories produced by Nathan Rosen, 2010
LOCATION NOTE
The papers are stored offsite (121198) and will need to be retrieved before viewing.

SUBJECT TERMS
Jews – Biography